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biotic resistance and virulence factors. The ®nding of a connection
between bacterial conjugation and bio®lm formation suggests that
an important ecological consequence of the use of antibiotics and
biocides in clinical medicine and agriculture may have been the
selection of plasmid-bearing strains that are more likely to form a
bio®lm. Because bio®lms are a common cause of persistent nosocomial infections that are dif®cult to eradicate owing to innate
physiological properties14, this aspect may prove to be of relevant
medical signi®cance in addition to the conjugational spread of
M
virulence factors themselves.

Methods
Bacterial strains and plasmids
Bacterial strains are listed in Table 1 and were provided by the Collection of the
Institut Pasteur (http://www.pasteur.fr/applications/CIP/) and the UniteÂ des Agents
AntibacteÂriens (P. Courvalin and G. Gerbaud).

Bio®lm
All experiments were performed in triplicate in 0.4% glucose M63B1 minimal medium at
37 8C. Continuous 60-ml microfermenters with four liquid and gas sampling ports
(Pasteur Institute's Laboratory of Fermentation) were con®gured as continuous-¯ow
culture bioreactors with a 40 ml h-1 ¯ow rate (F). 108 bacterial inocula from overnight
precultures grown in glucose minimal medium with required antibiotics were used to
inoculate microfermenters, which were then cultivated for 3±48 h. The culture volume
(V) was constant and the imposed dilution rate (D) was D = F/V = 0.66 h-1. Hence, the
theoretical generation time (T) required for constant density culture in the microfermenter was T = ln2/D = 1.05 h. The average generation time calculated in exponential
batch culture for E. coli strains MG1655 and BM21 was 1.3 h. Therefore, the high input rate
of fresh, diluting medium used in our experimental model was imposed to avoid any
signi®cant planktonic growth. Stirring was assured by aeration with sterile pressed air
(0.3 bar). Submerged, removable Pyrex slides (total area of 22.4 cm2) served as growth
substratum.

Microscopy and image analysis
Bio®lm development was recorded with a Nikon Coolpix 950 digital camera.
Epi¯uorescence, phase contrast and transmitted light microscopy were acquired with a
Leitz Dialux 20EB microscope equipped with ´25 to ´100 objectives. Scanning confocal
microscopy was performed at the confocal microscopy station of the Pasteur Institute.
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Non-polar deletion of the traA gene
A non-polar mutation deleting the entire traA gene was created by allelic exchange15 using
the primers TraAGB-5: 59-AGGGAGGCAGATAAAGAGGAAGATATAACATTTAATACA
CTCTAGTTTTATTCATTTATCCGAAATTGAGGTAACTTATGAAAGCCACGTTGTG
TCTCAA-39 and TraAGBnp-3: 59-GCGGCTCTGGTTGGTCAGTGTTTCCGGGAAACG
ATATTTCTTAAGTTTATTCTCGTCTCCCGACATCGTTTTATTTCCTGTTAGAAAAA
CTCATCGAGCA-39, and aphA gene (kanamycin resistance) from Tn903 as template. The
mutation was veri®ed by PCR analysis.

Cloning of the traA gene
pTraA was constructed by PCR ampli®cation of traA from strain TG1 using the primers
TraAecorbs-5: 59-AAAGAATTCGAAATTGAGGTAACTTATGAATGC-39 and TraAH3-3:
59-CCCAAGCTTCGTTTTATTTCCTGTCAGAG-39. I veri®ed the nucleotide sequence of
the construction.

Bio®lm co-inoculation procedures
A preculture of a recipient strain BM21 (nalr (nalidixic acid resistant)) was inoculated for
24 h and then co-inoculated with MG1655-S R1 (Str (streptomycin resistant), Apr
(ampicillin resistant) and Kmr (kanamycin resistant)) for another 24 h. Pyrex slides were
removed and cenrifuged in 15 ml of fresh M63B1 medium for 1 min. The number of
colony-forming units was determined by plating serial dilutions of the resuspensions on
medium supplemented with nalidixic acid (for recipient BM21 scoring), streptomycin,
ampicillin, kanamycin (for donor MG1655-S R1 scoring), nalidixic acid, ampicillin and
kanamycin (for BM21 R1 transconjugant scoring), and without antibiotic (for total cell
scoring). Co-inoculation with BM21 strains carrying the plasmids described in Table 1
were generated using MG1655-S as recipient bacteria.
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Force can overcome object geometry
in the perception of
shape through active touch
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Haptic (touch) perception normally entails an active exploration
of object surfaces over time. This is called active touch1±3. When
exploring the shape of an object, we experience both geometrical4
and force cues. For example, when sliding a ®nger across a surface
with a rigid bump on it, the ®nger moves over the bump while
being opposed by a force whose direction and magnitude are
related to the slope of the bump5. The steeper the bump, the
stronger the resistance. Geometrical and force cues are correlated,
but it has been commonly assumed that shape perception relies on
object geometry alone. Here we show that regardless of surface
geometry, subjects identi®ed and located shape features on the
basis of force cues or their correlates. Using paradoxical stimuli,
for example combining the force cues of a bump with the
geometry of a hole, we found that subjects perceived a bump.
Conversely, when combining the force cues of a hole with the
geometry of a bump, subjects typically perceived a hole.
In two experiments, human subjects explored surfaces by touch
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using an apparatus that allowed us to separate force cues from
surface geometry. Subjects explored the shape of surfaces through a
manipulandum placed behind a curtain (Fig. 1). Subjects pressed
down on the plate of the manipulandum with their index ®ngers
while smoothly rolling it on the surfaces. There were three interchangeable physical surfaces. One surface was ¯at, one had a bump,
and another had a hole; the latter two had a gaussian pro®le that was
0.3 cm high/deep and 4 cm wide. The plate was constrained to
remain horizontal, and its vertical position was entirely determined
by the geometry of the physical surfaces. A force-feedback haptic
interface could produce a horizontal force as a function of the
measured vertical component Fsy (the force applied vertically by the
subjects, Fig. 2a) and of the plate's horizontal position (Fig. 1,
Methods). The force of the interface interacted with the force
returned by the physical surface. The interface's force was called a
`virtual surface' because it provided the same horizontal force
component that an equivalent physical surface would return,
regardless of the manipulandum's vertical position. For example,
when subjects explored a physical bump or hole (Fig. 2a and b), they
experienced a horizontal force Fpx. When subjects explored a ¯at
surface combined with a virtual bump or hole, they experienced the
same horizontal force Fpx (Fig. 2c, grey, dashed curve), but the
manipulandum moved in a straight line (Fig. 2c, black line). In
another example, the horizontal force component from a physical
bump was cancelled out (`force-masked', Methods) by a spatially
aligned virtual hole (Fig. 2d). Here, the vertical position of the
manipulandum followed the geometry of the bump (Fig. 2d, black
curve), but subjects did not experience horizontal force components
(Fig. 2d, grey, dashed line). The manipulandum would stay in
equilibrium on a slope regardless of how much the subjects pushed
on it, just as if they were exploring a ¯at surface.
In experiment 1, we used the paradoxical stimuli just described to
investigate whether subjects classi®ed and located shape features by
following geometrical or horizontal force cues. Subjects were tested
using seven different conditions. In condition 1, only ¯at surfaces
were presented. In condition 2, the ¯at surfaces were combined with
virtual bumps, and in condition 3 with virtual holes (Fig. 2c). In
condition 4 there were only ordinary physical bumps, and in
condition 5 ordinary physical holes (Fig. 2b). In condition 6, the
physical bumps were force-masked by virtual holes, and control
virtual bumps were randomly placed elsewhere (Fig. 2e). Condition
7 mirrored condition 6 (Fig. 2e). The positions of physical and
virtual surfaces were uncorrelated in conditions 6 and 7. The
probability of classifying a stimulus as a hole or a bump was
calculated for each subject under all conditions. The stimulus
localization performance of the subjects was measured by the
correlation between stimulus location and subjects' positioning of
the manipulandum (Methods).
The ¯at surfaces were classi®ed as ¯at (Fig. 3a, b, condition 1).
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Figure 1 Side (a) and front (b) views of the apparatus. Subjects pressed down on the
manipulandum's plate and rolled it sideways (x-axis in b) to explore the shape of an
interchangeable physical surface. The entire workspace was hidden from view behind a
black curtain. The manipulandum was connected to a haptic interface (Methods) that
operated silently.
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Virtual bumps, combined with the ¯at surface, were classi®ed as
bumps (P , 0:001; Fig. 3a, condition 2), and were accurately
located (Fig. 3c). Virtual holes, combined with the ¯at surface,
were also identi®ed as holes (P , 0:001; Fig. 3b, condition 3) and
were precisely located (Fig. 3d). When physical holes or bumps were
presented alone, subjects also easily identi®ed and located them
(Fig. 3a±d, conditions 4 and 5). There was no signi®cant difference
in subjects' identi®cation and localization performance when
exploring physical or virtual surfaces. However, when forcemasked physical holes or bumps were combined with virtual
surfaces, subjects' features localization was affected drastically.
Subjects' identi®cation performance remained the same (Fig. 3a,
b, conditions 6 and 7), but most subjects tracked the control virtual

Figure 2 Experimental conditions 2±9. When the haptic interface was turned off, subjects
experienced Fpx, the horizontal force component that depends on surface geometry (a, b).
Equivalent forces (c±f) were produced by the interface to generate stimuli with
uncorrelated force (grey, dashed curves) and geometric cues (black curves). The force
cues from virtual bump/hole stimuli (c) were equivalent to those of physical bumps/holes,
but provided the geometrical cues of a ¯at surface. Force-masked stimuli (d±f) were used
to create physical bumps/holes with spatially uncorrelated cues (e), physical holes with a
bump's force cues, and physical bumps with a hole's force cues (f).
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Figure 3 Subjects used force to identify or locate shape features. Each symbol represents
data from one subject. Subjects easily classi®ed stimuli as bumps or holes when a virtual
surface or ¯at physical surface combination was presented, or when virtual and physical
surfaces coexisted, but not when a ¯at surface was presented alone (a, b). Subjects
tracked the position of physical and virtual surfaces (c, d, conditions 2±5). However,
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Figure 4 Force perceptually transformed geometrical shape. Each symbol represents
data from a single subject. Subjects easily classi®ed physical and virtual surfaces
(a, b, conditions 1±5) as bumps or holes. However, when force-masked physical bumps
coincided with virtual holes, stimuli were classi®ed as holes (a, condition 8, thick circles,
right axis). A mirrored perceptual change occurred when force-masked physical holes
coincided with virtual bumps (b, condition 9, thick circles, right axis). Two subjects
identi®ed the physical holes but took the longest average times to make a judgement
(text). Dotted lines join data points corresponding to the same subjects.
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surfaces instead of the force-masked physical holes or bumps
(Fig. 3c, d, conditions 6 and 7, thick circles, P , 0:009 for virtual
bumps and P , 0:001 for virtual holes; see also Supplementary
Information). The physical bumps or holes provided geometric but
not horizontal force information to subjects, whereas the virtual
surfaces provided force but not geometrical information. Given the
subjects' instructions (see Methods), this suggests that the control
virtual holes or bumps seemed deeper or bigger than the forcemasked physical holes or bumps. Horizontal force was used instead
of geometry to identify and locate shape features. This happened
when geometrical information was absent (conditions 2 and 3) and
when object geometry did not correlate with force (conditions 6 and
7). One subject displayed a signi®cant localization performance
when tracking force-masked bumps (Fig. 3c, condition 6). The
position of the force-masked and virtual bumps presented to this
subject had a spurious, non-signi®cant correlation of 0.32 that
explained the subject's signi®cant tracking. Only this subject was
exposed to spurious correlations. However, the subject clearly
followed the virtual bumps and not the force-masked physical
bumps (Supplementary Information). Some subjects located the
force-masked shapes in some trials, and the control virtual shapes
in other trials. These were subjects with signi®cant localization
correlations equal to or below 0.65 when tracking virtual bumps
(Fig. 3c, condition 6; Supplementary Information), or virtual
and force-masked holes (Fig. 3d, condition 7; Supplementary
Information).
If subjects relied on force information to identify and locate shape
features, then an easily identi®ed and located physical bump should
be perceptually transformed into a hole by combining it with the
force cues of a hole. An equivalent perceptual reversal should
happen for a physical hole. Experiment 2 explored this idea with a
new group of subjects. Again, they were tested using condition 1
(¯at surfaces, no virtual surface), conditions 2 and 3 (virtual
surfaces, Fig. 2c), and conditions 4 and 5 (physical surface alone,
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when virtual surfaces and force-masked physical surfaces were presented side by side,
most subjects tracked the control virtual surfaces (c, d, conditions 6 and 7, thick circles).
Dotted lines link the data from the same subject. Grey circles indicate signi®cant
correlations (P , 0:05) between stimulus position and subjects' localization.
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Fig. 2b). Conditions 6 and 7 were replaced by conditions 8 and 9. In
condition 8, two virtual holes coincided with a physical bump
(Fig. 2f). One virtual hole force-masked the physical bump, and the
other provided a hole's horizontal force cues. As a result, the net
horizontal force helped subjects to ascend slopes. Condition 9
mirrored condition 8 (Fig. 2f).
Subjects easily identi®ed or located physical bumps when there
was no virtual surface (Fig. 4a, condition 4). However, when
physical bumps were presented together with the force cues of a
hole, subjects reversed their identi®cation performance. These
stimuli were not classi®ed as bumps (Fig. 4a, condition 8, thin
circles, left axis) but as holes (P , 0:001, Fig. 4a, condition 8, thick
circles, right axis). One subject identi®ed these stimuli as either ¯at
surfaces or holes with a 50% probability. Physical holes were easily
identi®ed or located when presented alone (Fig. 4b, condition 5).
But combinations of physical holes and virtual bumps were classi®ed as bumps (P , 0:009, Fig. 4b, condition 9, thick circles, right
axis), not as holes (Fig. 4b, condition 9, thin circles, left axis). Two
subjects behaved differently (Fig. 4b, data points joined by dotted
lines). These two subjects took the longest average time to explore
these stimuli: 20.4 s and 21 s, compared to 6.8±16.7 s (mean 11.4 s)
for all other subjects. This suggested that these stimuli were
ambiguous to subjects and that, over longer exploration times,
geometrical cues may contribute more to subjects' perception. As in
experiment 1, there was no signi®cant difference in subjects' ability
to locate any of the stimuli categories (data not shown).
Our results indicate that force or force-related information (for
example, hand/®nger velocity) can overcome geometrical information, such as slope, to determine shape perception through active
touch. This happened for maximum slope differences well above
reported thresholds: 5.71 degrees compared to 0.57 (ref. 6) and 3±4
degrees (ref. 4). Our subjects used a combination of ®nger, wrist and
forearm movements to explore stimuli. Kinesthesia research7±9
suggests that subjects may have easily detected these movements,
particularly those of the metacarpophalangeal joint of the index
®nger9. Our results indicate that most subjects did not use this
information to classify/locate shape features. This suggests that the
nervous system may sense both force and kinesthetic cues for shape
perception, but processes these cues separately and/or weighs them
differently.
Because classi®cation or localization performance for physical
and virtual surfaces was equivalent, virtual surfaces can be considered as illusory haptic shapes. Informal observations suggest that
similar phenomena occur when the manipulandum is used with the
wrist, the elbow and the big toe. The reader may reproduce the
approximate conditions of our experiments with simple materials
(see http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/,roblesg/vsdemo.html).
M

Methods
Physical shapes
When subjects explored a frictionless physical surface y(x), they applied a force Fs (Fig. 2a).
The surface returned a normal force F p  2 F s at P. Fpx and Fpy (the horizontal and
vertical components of Fp) are related: F px  F py tanap x. For a pro®le y(x),
tanap x  dy=dx. The pro®le used was gaussian, y x  k exp 2 x 2 xploc 2 =w2 ,
where xploc is the position of the pro®le in the workspace, w  2 cm, k  0:3 cm for a
bump and k  2 0:3 cm for a hole. Interchangeable shims could precisely locate the
pro®le at xploc  0, 1.56 or 2.2 cm. The physical surfaces were precision-machined out of
hard plastic.

Fv de®ned a virtual surface located at xvloc. The physical/virtual surface shapes were aligned
when xploc  xvloc . In conditions 2 and 3 (both experiments), the ®rst term of Fv was not
used.

Force-feedback haptic interface
A PenCAT/Pro (Immersion Canada Inc.) interface produced Fv and measured x. The
interface had negligible friction and operated silently. Manipulandum's position/forces
were sampled at 1 kHz. The force feedback was updated at the same rate. A manipulandum
similar to ours was theoretically described by Minsky10 to illustrate a physical model of
simulated textures.

Experimental procedure
Subjects gave informed consent, were paid to participate and naive to the purpose of the
experiment, did not have calluses on their right index ®nger nor report any hand injury/
disease. Ten right-handed subjects participated in experiment 1; four males and six
females, ages 19±31. Ten new right-handed subjects participated in experiment 2; six
males and four females, ages 18±31. Handedness was evaluated by using a standard
questionnaire11. In each trial, a stimulus was randomly selected from an experimental
condition. The manipulandum's position was randomly set either to the right or left end of
the workspace. A subject's index ®nger was placed on the centre of the manipulandum's
plate (Fig. 1). Subjects were instructed to locate the highest/lowest point of the highest/
deepest perceived bump/hole. There was no time limit for exploration, but proceeding
quickly was encouraged. After locating the feature, subjects did not change the
manipulandum's position. Subjects ended the trial by pressing a button on a computer
keyboard to identify the located feature. Buttons were labelled `bump', `hole' and `¯at'. No
feedback was given. Subjects withdrew their ®ngers from the manipulandum after pressing
the button. Only physical surfaces were presented during 25 practice trials. During
practice, the shims were not used and the surface's position was randomly varied across the
workspace. Each subject proceeded to complete 140 experimental trials. Each
experimental condition was tested 20 times. Subjects had periodic breaks after every 50
trials, but could rest at any time. A typical experiment lasted about one hour and ®fty
minutes.

Data analysis
For each experimental condition, subjects' localization performance was measured by
the Pearson correlation coef®cient between physical/virtual surface location and subjects'
®nal manipulandum position. If a stimulus provided the force cues of a bump (virtual or
physical) but was classi®ed as a hole or as a ¯at surface, the trial was not used to
compute the correlation. Conversely, a trial was not used for correlation calculations if
the stimulus provided the force cues of a hole (virtual or physical), but was classi®ed as a
bump or as a ¯at surface. Subjects' classi®cation performance was measured by
calculating the probabilities of classifying a stimulus as a bump or as a hole, respectively.
Multivariate ANOVA tests and planned comparisons evaluated within-subject effects of
each condition.
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Virtual shapes and force masking
A force-feedback haptic interface produced the computer-controlled horizontal force Fv
that interacted with Fs and Fp through a frictionless point (Fig. 1). Under low-velocity
conditions, Fv, Fs and Fp balanced: F s  F p  F v  0. Along the x and y directions,
F sx  F px  F v  0 and F sy  F py  0. A load cell (Fig. 1) measured F py  2 F sy (Fig. 2a)
and the haptic interface measured x, the horizontal position of the plate. The device was
programmed to produce F v  F sy tanap x 2 xploc   F py tanav x 2 xvloc . Because the
force experienced by a subject in the horizontal direction was F sx  2 F px 2 F v , the ®rst
term of Fv de®ned a virtual surface that cancelled out (`force-masked') the horizontal
component of the force returned by a physical surface located at xploc. The second term of
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